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Abstract. In contrast to the known fact that there are gambling problems
based on a finite state space for which no stationary family of strategies is at
all good, in every such problem there always exist £-optimal Markov families
(in which the strategy depends only on the current state and time) and also
t-optimal tracking families (in which the strategy depends only on the
current state and the number of times that state has been previously visited).
More generally, this result holds for all finite state gambling problems with a
payoff which is shift and permutation invariant.
1. Introduction. Suppose to each element of a finite set F is associated a
nonempty collection Y{f) of transition probabilities on F. If one is at state
/ G F, he selects a transition probability a from T(f), and his next position is
chosen according to the distribution of a. During the course of the process,
the selection of a transition probability (gamble) is based solely on the finite
sequence of states already visited. A typical objective is to find a strategy
which (nearly) maximizes the probability, under all available strategies, of
hitting a particular subset G oí F infinitely often.
The two main positive results for such a finite state problem, both due to
Dubins and Savage, state that [3, Theorem 3.9.1] if each T(f) is finite, then
there is available a stationary family of optimal strategies, and [3, Theorem
3.9.2] if the gambler is permitted to stay at any state as long as he pleases
(that is, the Dirac measure S (/) is in T(f) for each / E F), then there is
available a stationary family of strategies which is uniformly (nearly) optimal.
The latter result was extended by Ornstein [8, Theorem B] to countable F,
and by Sudderth [10, Theorem 2.3] to a much larger class of problems,
including many with uncountable state space and finitely additive transition
probabilities.
If, however, the sets T(f) are completely arbitrary, it is known [3, Example
3.9.2] that even for finite state problems, stationary strategies may be worth-
less. Dubins has raised the question as to whether there always exist nearly
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optimal Markov strategies, that is, strategies for which the selection rule
depends only on the time and the current state. As is the purpose of this
paper to show, this question has an affirmative answer for finite state
problems and leaves open the general question. This paper also shows that for
finite state problems there also exist strategies in which the selection rule
depends only on the current state, and the number of times that state has
been previously visited. This result, and even persistent e-optimality, holds for
a larger class of utility functions than those treated by Dubins and Savage in
[3].
An intermediate result (Proposition 3.2) yields a generalization of the
classical decomposition theorem for finite Markov chains with stationary
transition probabilities.
2. Preliminaries. Notation and terminology will generally follow that of
Dubins and Savage [3]. In addition, for a set F, \F\ will denote the cardinality
of F. FN will denote the one-sided infinite sequences in F, a typical element
of which is h (/1/2/3 . . .). F* will denote the free monoid generated by F
(that is, the set of finite sequences in F, including the empty sequence "0",
with the binary operation concatenation). For an element/? (/i/2 • ■ ■ /„) of
F*, \\p\\ will denote the length of p. For a positive integer k, F(k) will denote
the set of elements of F* with length less than k. For any subset S of F*,
(S ) will denote the subset SFN of FN, that is, all one-sided infinite
sequences in F with initial segment in S. Thus, for/ G F and C c F, the set
C*f is that collection of h (/, f2 . . . ) such that there is an n with /„ /
and such that/^ £ C for all k < n.
The same symbol a will be used to denote both a strategy (function from
F* to probability measures on F) and the probability measure generated by a
on the Borel subsets of FN (with product topology generated by the discrete
topology on F). If F is finite, as is the case in the main results of this paper,
then the measure generated by each strategy a is countably additive. For
general F, the existence of a natural (finitely additive) measure determined by
a on the Borel subsets of FN is the main content of a paper by Purves and
Sudderth [9].
A gambling house (F, T) consists of a set F and a function T from F to
subsets of probability measures on (all subsets of) F. A strategy a in T at /is a
strategy such that o(0) G T(f), and o(pf') G T(f') for all p G F* and all
/'GF.
Definition. In a gambling house (F, T), Pf and P are the functions from
the Borel subsets of FN to [0, 1] given by
Pf(B) sup{o(B): a is in Tat/}    and
P(B) = Sup{Pf(B):fEF}.
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For a bounded function u: F-^> R, u*: FN -» R is the function defined by
w*(/i/2 . . . ) = lim sup,,^«, «(/„), and V: F-»R is the function V(f) =
sup{/w* do: a is in T at/}. Considerable use will be made of the following
result, which is an immediate consequence of [3, Theorem 3.9.2] and [11,
Theorem 3.2].
Proposition 2.1. Let (F, Y) be a gambling house with \F\ < oo and
8(f) G T(f) for all f G F (i.e. T is leavable). Then for each u: F—»R, and
each e > 0, there exists a stationary family ä in T such that fu* dd(f) > V(f)
e for all f G F.
3. Decomposition of the state space. The purpose of this section is to
generalize, to include all gambling houses, the classical Markov chain notions
of communicating states, transient states, communicating classes, and closed
communicating classes, and then to prove (Proposition 3.2) a generalization
of the classical decomposition of the state space of a finite Markov chain with
stationary transition probabilities.
Let (F, T) be any gambling house, and/,/ G F.
Definition. / and / communicate (in T), written f f, if Pf(F*f ) 
Pf(F*f-)= 1.
Lemma 3.1. The following are equivalent:
0)/ = /,
(ii) F("T i.o.n'f i.o.)>0,
(m)P("f,i.o.nT,i.o.) = 1.
Lemma 3.2. Iff /(in T), then for every classical gambler's problem (T, u),
V(f) = V(f).
The converse of Lemma 3.2 is not true, as is seen by the following example.
Example 3.1. F {a, b), T(a) T(b) {8(a)}.
Definition./is transient if/ ^ /.
Definition. C c F is a communicating class if / / for all /, / G C.
Proposition 3.1. Let (F, T) be any gambling house. Then there is a unique
decomposition of F into a transient class, and maximal communicating classes.
Proof. Let F0 {/ G F:/is transient). Then is an equivalence relation
on F\F0.    □
It is possible that the transient class is empty (e.g. any gambling house with
\F\ 1) and, as the following easy example shows, it is possible that all states
are transient.
Example 3.2. F = {1, 2, 3, . . . }, T(n) = {8(n + 1)}.
Definition. A subset C of F is closed for T if
Pf(C*f'-)=\    forall/,/'GC.
-
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Plainly, only communicating classes can be closed.
A conditional form of the Borel-Cantelli Lemma [2, Corollary 2, p. 324]
due to P. Levy is stated here for easy reference:
Lemma 3.3. Let A/,, M2, . . . be measurable sets and let ak be the conditional
probability of Mk given (the field generated by) Mx, . . . , Mk_x. Then the set of
points in infinitely many Mfs, and the set of points of divergence of the series
2 fa, differ by at most a set of measure zero.
Proposition 3.2. Let (F, Y) be any gambling house with \F\ < oo. Then the
maximal communicating classes are closed, and at ¡east one is nonempty.
Proof. Let C c F be a maximal communicating class, and let f f G C.
Since / and / communicate, Pf(F*f ) 1. An easy application of Lemma
3.3 shows, since |F\C| < oo, that Pf(C*f — ) = 1, which implies that C is
closed.
Since \F\ < oo, there exists/ G F with P("f' i-o.) > 0. Lemma 3.1 implies
/ is not transient, that is, / is contained in some (maximal) communicating
class.   □
A communicating class C may fail to be closed if it is not maximal, or if F
is not finite, as the following examples show.
Example 3.3. F {a, b, c}, T(a) {8(b)}, T(b) {8(c)}, T(c) {8(a)}.
C {a, b} is a cofinite communicating class which is not closed.
Example 3.4. F = {0, 1, 2, 3,. .. }. I\0) = {5(0)}, T(l) = {8(0)/k + ((k
l)/k)8(k): k > 1}, T(n) (0(1)} for n > 1. C {1} is a maximal
communicating class which is not closed.
Proposition 3.2 is a generalization of the classical decomposition (classifi-
cation of states) theorem for finite Markov chains with stationary transition
probabilities, since such a Markov chain is simply a gambling house (F, T)
with \T(f)\ 1 for all/ G F, and hence only one strategy o in T.
4. Stationary families of strategies. A family of strategies ö is stationary [3] if
0(f)(0) ô(f')(pf) for all//'G F and all/? G F*. Alternatively, there is one
to one correspondence between stationary families and Markov kernels, that
is, functions y from F to probability measures on F, and the stationary family
determined by y is written y°°. If y(/) G T(f) for all / G F, then y is a
T-selector. A stationary family corresponds to a Markov chain with stationary
transition probabilities.
The first three lemmas of this section demonstrate several properties of
stationary families; and the rest of the section demonstrates, for each gam-
bling house, the existence of stationary families with certain properties.
Lemma 4.1. If \F\ < oo, and y„, y are Markov kernels on F such that
lim y„ (/)(/') y(f)(f')for allf,f G F, then for every open subset 0 of FN,
— = 
= = = = 
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lim inf^y^/X©) > y°°(/)(0)/or all f in F.
Proof. Since F* is countable, each open set 0 is the countable disjoint
union of sets of the form (/>, ), where/?, G F*. Since limn_00ynoc(/)(/?, )
= yx(f)(Pi - ) for all/ G F and all/?, G F*, we have that
00 00
y~ (f)(0) = 2 y°°(/)(/>, - ) = 2 „fog,y?(f)(pt - )i=i i=i
<lim inf f y~(/?, - ) = lim infy»(/)(0)
i = i
for all / G F, where the inequality follows by Fatou's lemma.   □
As the following example shows, even for finite F, strict inequality may
occur and lim inf may not be replaced by lim.
Example 4.1. F {a, b}. Let y(b) 8(b), and for n 1, 2, ..., let
y„(a) = y(a) = 8(a), and yn(b) = 8(a)/n + (n - \)8(b)/n. Then for 0 =
{(/1/2 • • • ) e FN: f; a for some /}, y„°°(e)(0) 1 > 0 y°°(Z?)(0), for all
n > 1. If, instead, y„(¿?) 8(b) for n odd, then linv^y^èX© ) does not
exist.
As in [5], a stopping time t is a function from FN to N u { 00} such that if h'
agrees with h through the t(h)t\i coordinate, then t(h) t(h'). For two
stopping times í and t, t * s is the stopping time defined by (t * s)(h) 00 if
s(h) 00, and otherwise s(h) + t(fs{h)+lfs(h)+2. ..). For a stopping time
s, and positive integer n, s" is the stopping time defined inductively by s1 s,
s" s * s"~l. Asin [7], a hitting time t is a stopping time such that, for some
subset D of F, t(h) min{w > 1: fm G £>} for all h G FN.
Lemma 4.2. Le/ s be a stopping time, and t a hitting time; then on {s < t},
t t * s.
Proof. Let D be the image of /: FN -^ F (that is, D is the set where /
stops), and let h (/,/2. . . ) G {s < t}. Then
t(h) min{m > \:fmBD}
s(h) + min{m > l:/î+m G D } t * s(h).   □
[The conclusion of Lemma 4.2 may fail if t is not a hitting time. For
instance, let s be identically 1, and t identically 2. Then s < t everywhere, but
t - 2 # 3 « t * s.]
Lemma 4.3. Let r, s be stopping times, t/, f > 0, and y a Markov kernel.
(i) If t is a hitting time with y°°(f)(r < t) > tj and y°°(/)(j < 0 > f for all
f G F, //i*?/! y°°(/)(/- * J < 0 > r/f, and consequently y°°(f)(sn < t) > V,for
allf G F, and all n G N.
(ii) Let t be a constant stopping time. If y°°(f)(r < t) < tj ana" y°°(/)(.s < t)
- -
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< S for allf G F, then yx(f)(r * s < t) < rjf and yx(f)(s" < t) < f " for ail
f & Fand all « G N.
Proof, (i)
Y"(/)í> * s < t) - f   yx(f)[ps](r * sps < tps)dy~(f)(ps)
Js<t
f   yx(f)[ps](r *sPs<t* sPs) rfy" (/)(/>,)
Js<t
= [   y°°(fs)(r < t) dy">(f)(Ps) > vy°°(f)(s < 0 > tí-
JS<1
The first equality follows by 3.7.1 of [3], and since {r * s < t} c {s < t} c
{i < oo}; the second by Lemma 4.2 since t is a hitting time; the third by the
stationarity of y°°(/); and the inequalities by those in the hypotheses.
(Ü)
yx(f)(r * s < t) -/   y°°(f)[Ps](r * sps < tps) dy°>(f)(ps)
Js<l
/   y~(f)[P,](r**Ps<t)dY'"(f)(pJ)
Js<l
<[   yx(fs)(r<t)dy^(f)(ps)<^.
Js<t
The first equality follows since (r*í</}c{j<í<oo};the second since
tps t for constant stopping times t; the first inequality by the stationarity of
y°°(/), and the last inequality by those in the hypotheses.   □
The next two examples show, respectively, that (i) may fail if / is not a
hitting time, and (ii) may fail if t is not constant.
Example 4.2. Let s be identically 1, and / identically 2. Then yx(f)(s < t)
1 for all/, but yx(f)(s2 < t) 0 for all/.
Example 4.3. Let F = {a, b}, T(a) = T(b) = {5(a)/ 2 + 8(b)/2}, let s be
identically 2, and define / by t(a ) 1 and t(b ) 5. Then
7°°(/)(i < 0 Î for all/ G F, but y°°(/)(52 < /) \ for/ G F.
For the remainder of this section (F, T) is a fixed gambling house with
\F\ < oo, and C c F is a maximal communicating class.
Lemma 4.4. Let g G C. Then for each e > 0 there exists a Y-selector y with
y°°(f)(C*g -)>l-efor allf G C.
Proof. Consider the classical gambler's problem (r', u) on F defined by
T'CO T(f) u {5(/)} for/ G C, F(/) {5(/)} for/ G F\C; and «(/) 
1 if / g and zero otherwise. Clearly C is a closed maximal communicating
class for T'. Since F\ C is an absorbing class, Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 2.1
imply the existence for each e > 0 of a F-selector y' satisfying y,,x(f)(C*g —)
= 
= 
= 
= = 
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= = = 
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> 1 e/2 for all / G C. But any T-selector y agreeing with y' on
C\{g}, and such that y(g)(C) > 1 e/2, satisfies the conclusion of the
lemma.    □
The next lemma is well known [6, p. 378, problem 18], and is recorded here
for convenience.
Lemma 4.5. Let y be a Markov kernel, and B a finite closed communicating
class under y. Then there exists f > 0 such that y°°(/)(/ /' for some
jG{l,...,\B\})>Uorallf,f'eB.
Definition. A finite subset B of F is positive recurrent for T if there exists
f > 0 with the following property: for each e > 0 there is a T-selector y
satisfying the following two conditions:
(i) yx(f)(L /' for some n G {1, . . . , \B\}) > f for all/,/' G B,
(ii) -rC/X/,, e B for all n G {1, ... , \B\}) > 1 - e for all/ G B.
Proposition 4.1. Let g G C. Then there exists f > 0 with the following
property: for each e > 0 there is a positive recurrent set B c C, a Y-selector y',
and a positive integer J satisfying the following two conditions:
y'x(f)(fj = g M somej G {1, . . . , J }) > f   for all f G B,     (4.1)
y'x(f)(fj eCforallje{l,...,J})>l-e   for all f G C.   (4.2)
Proof. By Lemma 4.4, for each n > 1 there exists a T-selector y„ satisfying
y?(f)(C*g ) > 1 l/n   for all/ G C. (4.3)
Since the transition probability matrices on F are sequentially compact
(convergence entry-wise) if \F\ < oo, by considering subsequences it may be
assumed that for some y, not necessarily in T, limn_i,00y„(/) y(f) in total
variation. By (4.3), y(f)(C) = 1 for all/ G C. Let B{, . . ., Bk denote the y°°
closed communicating classes in C, and let £lf..., ¡k be as in Lemma 4.5 for
B By. Let 2f min f,. The remainder of the proof will consist of showing
that this f satisfies the conclusion of the proposition.
By Lemma 4.1, and the definition of f, it may further be assumed that each
y„ also satisfies
yT(f){fi = /' for some Í £ {1,..., \Bj\}) > 2?
for all/ 1,..., k and all//' G Br   (4.4)
For each/ = 1, . . . , k, and/ G By, y(f)(By) = 1, so by Lemmas 4.5 and
4.1 it follows that By is a positive recurrent set. Let R Bx u • • • U Bk, and
let T denote the set of y transient states in C, that is, T is C\ R. Fix e > 0.
Case 1. g G Bj C Ä. Let ß B,, and J |B,|. Since y°°(/)(CN) 1 for all
/ G C, and since y„ —> y, there exists an n > 1 such that yn(f)(fy G C for all
-
-
= 
= 
- -
= 
= = 
-
= 
= = = 
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/ G {1, . . . , |J?|}) > 1 - e for ail / G C. Let y' = y„. (4.2) follows from
choice of n, and (4.1) follows from (4.4), with/' = g, y' = y„, and B = By.
Case 2. g ET. Since yx(f)(T*R )= 1 for all / G T, by Lemma 4.1 it
may further be assumed that each y„ also satisfies
y?(f)(T+R - ) > 1 - \/n   for all/ G T. (4.5)
Let c \C\, and find positive integers k and n > 2 such that (1/2)* < e/2,
(1 \/nfkc > 1 e/2, and \/n < e.
By (4.3) there exists g G R, and m > 1 such that
y?(g)(C(m)g -)>{> y?(f)(C{m-l)g - )   for all/ G R.     (4.6)
(Recall that C(m) consists of all elements in C* with length less than m.)
Let B Bj: c C be the y°° closed communicating class containing g, let
J m + \B\, and let y' y„. Then (4.1) follows from (4.4) (letting /' g)
and (4.6).
It remains only to show (4.2) is satisfied by this choice of y' and J. In other
words, if t is the hitting time of F\ C, then it must be shown that y'x'(f)(t <
J) < e for all/ G C.
To show this, let s{ be the hitting time of R, s2 the hitting time of {g}, and
let í s2 * sv Then
y'°°(f)(sc <J)< y,oc(f)(s + c-Km + \B\) < y'°°(f)(s < m) <\
for all / G F, where the first inequality follows since sc > s + c — 1; the
second since \B\ < c 1; and the last by (4.6). By Lemma 4.3(h) and choice
of k, this implies that
y"°(f)(skc <J)< (1/2)*< e/2   for all/ G C. (4.7)
Without loss of generality T(f) {5(g)} for all/ G F\C. By (4.3) and
(4.5), since g G T, it follows that y'°°(/)(.s < /) > (1 \/nf for all/ G F.
Lemma 4.3(i) and choice of n imply that
y"*(f)(skc <t)>(\- \/nfkc> 1 - e/2   for all/ G C.        (4.8)
Thus for all/ G C, by (4.7) and (4.8) it follows that
y'°°(/)(/ < /) y'°°(/)(/ < Janàskc < J) + y,00(/)(/ < J < skc)
<f + f = e.  D
Definition. A subset B of F is closable for T if for each / G B and each
e > 0 there exists a G T(/) such that a(B) > 1 - e.
Lemma 4.6. Each of the following conditions implies, but is not implied by, its
successor.
(i) B is positive recurrent for T.
(ii) B is closed for T.
(iii) B is closable for T.
-
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Proposition 4.2. If B c C is closable then for each e > 0 there is a
T-selector y, and positive integer k, satisfying
y°°(/)(/ G C for all j, I < j < k - I, andfk G B) > 1 - e
for allf G C.       (4.9)
Proof. By Lemma 4.4 (take g to be any element of B) there exists a
T-selector y such that yx(f)(C*B -)> 1 e/3 for all / G C. Thus there
exists a positive integer k such that
yx(f)(C(k)B - )> 1 - e/2   for all/ G C. (4.10)
Since ¿? is closable, there exists a T-selector y' such that y'(f)(B) > (1 
e/2)'/* for all/ G 5. This implies
y"°(f)(fj G 5 for all/ G {1, . . . , k}) > 1 - e/2   for all/ G B.   (4.11)
Define y by y(f) y'(/) if / G B, and y(/) y(/) otherwise. Then (4.9)
follows from (4.10) and (4.11), since B c C.   □
5. Markov strategies.
Definition. If o(pf) = o(p'f) whenever ||/?|| = \\p'\\, for all / G F, then
the strategy ct is Markov.
Alternatively, it is easy to see that each Markov strategy o determines, and
is determined by, an initial gamble a(0) and a sequence of Markov kernels
y„, by taking a(/,/2 •••/„) y„(/„) for all/,, ...,/„ G F.
The purpose of this section is to prove (Proposition 5.1) that if, for a subset
C of F, there is available some strategy under which there is positive
probability of reaching C, remaining in C forever, and visiting every state in
C infinitely often, then there is available a Markov strategy which guarantees
that for a set of histories of arbitrarily high probability, once C is entered, C
is never thereafter left, and every state in C is visited infinitely often.
For the remainder of this section, let (F, T) be any gambling house with
\F\ < oo.
The proof of Proposition 5.1 will be based on the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let C be a closed communicating class, and let g G C. Then
there exists f > 0 with the following property: for each e > 0 there is a Markov
strategy o in T, and a positive integer L satisfying the following two conditions:
o[f](f„ g for some n < L) > $   for allf G C, (5.1)
o[pf](fn G Cfor all n 1, . . . , L -||/?||) > 1 e
for allf G C and all p G F* for which \\p\\ < L.      (5.2)
Condition (5.1) states that if one is anywhere in C at time one, then by time
L + 1 he will have visited g with probability at least f. Condition (5.2) states
-
— 
= = 
= 
= 
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that if C is entered prior to time L + 1, then with probability at least 1 e, C
is not left by time L + 1.
Proof of lemma. Without loss of generality (let T(f) {5(/)} for all
/ G F\ C) C is a maximal communicating class which is closed. Let f > 0
be as in Proposition 4.1. Fix e > 0, let B, y' and J be as in Proposition 4.1,
and let y and k be as in Proposition 4.2. Let L k + J, and define o as
follows. The initial gamble o(0) is arbitrary (in T). For ||/?|| < k, o(pf) 
y(f), and for ||/?|| > k, o(pf) y'(f). For e sufficiently small, (5.1) follows
from (4.1) and (4.9), and (5.2) follows from (4.2) and (4.9).   □
Definition. For C c F, let Ac be the set of all h = (fxf2.. .) such that
/ G C for all i and such that for each / G C there are infinitely many / for
which/ /
Definition. For C c F, let Ec be the set of all h = (/,/2. . . ) such that
for some n > 1,/ G C for all i > n, and such that for each/ G C there are
infinitely many / for which / /.
Lemma 5.2. If C and D are distinct subsets of F, then Ec n ED =0.
The conclusion of the following lemma clearly fails for |F| oo.
Lemma 5.3. // \F\ < oo, then FN U {Ec: C c F}.
Proposition 5.1. Let (F, T) be a gambling house with \F\ < oo, and C a
subset of F for which P (Ec) > 0. Then for each e > 0 there exists a Markov
strategy o in T such that
o[pf](Ac) > 1 - e   for allp G F* and allf G C. (5.3)
Proof. P(Ec) > 0 implies, by Lemma 3.1, that C is a communicating
class, and that Pf(C*f — ) = 1 for all/and/' in C, that is, C is also closed.
Let C = { g0, g,, . . . , gm}, and let f, > 0,/ = 0, . . ., m be as in Lemma 5.1
for g gj- Let f min fc. Fix e > 0, and for /' 1, 2, 3, . . . find the Markov
strategy a, and positive integer L, guaranteed by Lemma 5.1 for g g, mod „,
and e replaced by e/2'+1. Let o be the composition of the policies (ox, Lx),
(o2, L2).That is, a uses a, through time Lx, o2 for the next L2 steps, etc.
For a formal definition, let J¡ S}mIL,, and define o by o(p) ox(p) if
\\p\\ < /,, and o(pjp') o¡(p') if J, < \\p'\\ < Ji+X. That a satisfies (5.3) can
now be verified thus.
Fix/? G F*, and/ G C. By (5.2), a[/?/](CN) > 1 - e. Fix g G C, and let
n0 min{y + km: k 1, 2, . . . and/ + km > ||/?||}. For & 1, 2, . . . let
nk no + km> an(f define Mk c FN by Mfc {A: /• g- for some /', Jn < i
+ \\P\\ < ■/„< + .}• By (5.1), o[pf](Mk\Mx, ..., Mk_x) > f on CN. Thus by
Lemma 3.3, o[pf] (Mk i.o. n CN) o[pf](CN). Since {Mk i.o.} c {"g/' i-°-}>
and Ac n,"L0{'V io- n cN)' ° satisfies (5.3).  □
-
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At this point it is easy to conclude, using Propositions 2.1 and 5.1, that in
any finite state gambler's problem with single fixed goal, there always exist
persistently e-optimal Markov families. However, since a much more general
result [Theorem 8.1] is possible utilizing the same techniques, a separate proof
of this former result will not be given.
6. Tracking strategies.
Definition. For/ G F,p G F*, let Nf(p) be the number of fs occurring in
P-
Definition. If o(pf) = o(p'f) whenever Nf(p) = Nf(p'), for all / G F,
then the strategy o is tracking.
Intuitively, with a tracking strategy the selection of a transition probability
during the course of the process depends only on the current state, and the
number of times that state has been visited previously. Each tracking strategy
o determines, and is determined by, an initial gamble o(0) and a sequence of
Markov kernels y„, by taking o(pf) = yn(f), where n = Nf(p).
The purpose of this section is to prove (Proposition 6.2) the analog of
Proposition 5.1 for tracking strategies. It is easy to see that, in general,
Markov strategies are not tracking, nor are tracking strategies in general
Markov. However, the following relationship does exist among Markov,
tracking and stationary strategies.
Proposition 6.1. A strategy is stationary if and only if it is both Markov and
tracking.
Proof. "=»" is clear.
"*=". If \F\ 1, then there is only one gamble, 8(f), and the only strategy
is stationary. Suppose \F\ > 1, and let a be a strategy which is both Markov
and tracking. Let / /' G F, f¥= /', and let o(f) a G T(f). Let p G F*,
\\p\\ n. Since o is Markov, o(pf) o(p'f), where /?' G {/'}*, \\p'\\ n.
Since o is tracking, o(p'f) o(f) a. Hence a is stationary.   □
The proof of Proposition 6.2 will depend on the following six lemmas, the
first two of which are purely combinatorial in nature, and the third of which
is purely analytical.
Lemma 6.1. Let C be a finite set and p (/,/2 • • • /„) G/C*/'- Then there
exists p (/,' • • • fk) G fC*f with k < \C\ + 2, and such that each adjacent
pair of states in p also occurs as an adjacent pair in p, that is, for each
i 1, . . ., k 1, there exists a j, 1 < j < n 1, with /■'/'+, fyfJ+x-
Proof (Induction on n). If n < \C\ + 2, let/? p. Suppose n > \C\ + 2.
Then there exist i and /, I < i < j < n, for which / /. For /?' 
/i • • ' ftfj+\ • • • fn we ^^ II/7'II < w> and that every adjacent pair in/?' also
= 
= 
= = = 
= = 
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occurs as an adjacent pair in/?. Applying the induction hypothesis completes
the proof.   □
Lemma 6.2. Let C be a finite set and A = (/, f2 . . . ) G Ac. Then for each
pair of states f f in C there exists p f'x • • • f'k G fC*f, with k < \C\ + 2,
and such that A G {"ffff+x"i.o.} for eachj = 1, . . . , k - 1.
Proof. Any h G Ac can be written in the form A pxp2p3 . . . where
p2n EfC*f for each n > 1. For each/?2„, let/?2n be as in Lemma 6.1. Since
|C| < oo, there are only a finite number of such partial histories p2n, so at
least one, call it /?, must occur infinitely often.   □
The conclusion of Lemma 6.2 need not hold if C is countable, as the
following example shows.
Example 6.1. Let C = {0, 1, 2, . . . }, let A = (10120123012340 . . . ) G Ac,
and let/= 1,/' 0.
Lemma 6.3. Let {a„} G (0, 1], {b„} G [0, \]for n 1, 2, ... , and suppose
limn_>0O¿?„/a„ 0. Then for each e > 0 there exist positive integers n(\) < «(2)
< . . . , and a sequence {rk} of positive integers, satisfying the following two
conditions:
00
2 rkan(k) oo, (6.1)
k=\
oo
2 rkbn(k) < e. (6.2)
k \
Proof. Fix e > 0. For each k > 1 choose n(k) such that bn(k)/an(k) <
e/2k + l. Let rk min{w G N: m > \/an(k)}.
For each k > 1, rka„w > 1 and, since 0 < an(fc) < 1, it follows that rk <
!/<*„(*) + l < 2/<V*)> and that rkbn(k) < e/2*.   D
For the remainder of this section, let (F, Y) be a gambling house with
|F| < oo, and C an arbitrary subset of F
Lemma 6.4. Let f f G C. // there exists a d > 0 such that a(F\C) >
da(f)for all a G T(f), then FC'/T' i.o. n CN) 0.
Proof. Define the stopping time t by ¿(A) min{« > 2: f„_x /,/„ G {/}
U F\C}. Let Dm {A G FN: /m(A) < oo and /,~(A)+1 =/} for m > 1.
Since a(F\C) > da(f) for all a G T(/), if a is any strategy in T, and k is
any positive integer, then a(D {A«: « ■ 1.k}) < (1 + a")-*. But since
d > 0, and since n {£>m: m 1,..., k) D {"#' i.o. n CN} for all fc > 1, it
follows that o{"ff" i.o.n CN} 0.   D
Lemma 6.5. Let f,f E C and suppose P("ff" i.o. n CN) > 0. FAe« for each
e > 0 /Aere exw¿s a sequence of gambles {ak} E T(f), not necessarily distinct,
= 
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satisfying the following two conditions:
2 «,(/) = «>. (6-3)
f«,(F\C)<£. (6.4)
7 1
Proof. By Lemma 6.4, for each n > 1 there exists ß„ E T(f) such that
ß„(F\ C) < ßn(f)/n. By Lemma 6.3 there exists a subsequence {ß„(k)}, and
sequence {rk}, of positive integers satisfying (6.1) and (6.2) with anW 
ßn(k)(h and bn(k) ßn(k)(F\C). Define {a,} by a, ß„(i), where / is the
unique solution (letting r0 0) of ?.'k~J0rk < 7 < S'^r/V Then
OO 00
2 «;(/ ) =   2  rkßn(k)(f ) =  00,
y-1 * 1
and
f o,(F\C) = f ^nW(F\C) < e.  □
7=1 *=i
Lemma 6.6. Let f E C, and let B be a subset of C such that P("ff"
i.o.n CN) > 0 for each f G B. Then for each e > 0 there exists a sequence of
gambles {ak} G T(f) such that if o is any strategy, not necessarily in T, with
o(pf) ak whenever Nj(p) k 1, then o satisfies the following two
conditions:
°[p]("ff" '-o- ) o[p]("f' i-o. )      M allf E B, and allp E F*;    (6.5)
a[p](fnf„+i ff for some n > 1 and some f G F\C) < e
for allp E F*.      (6.6)
Proof. Fix e > 0 and/? G F*. Let Nf(p) i.
Case 1. \B\ 1. Let 5 {/}, and find a,, a2, . . . E T(f) as in Lemma 6.5.
Let a be any strategy with o(pf) ak whenever Nf(p) k 1.
To prove (6.5), let / be the hitting time of/ that is, t(h) min{w > 1:
fm /}, and for each n > 1, let Mn {A G FN: /"(A) < oo and/,„+1 /}.
Since Ny(pp') Nf(p) + Nf(p') for all /?, /?' G F*, and since Nf(pr) n, o
satisfies
°(PPt») «,+n   for all n 1, 2,- (6.7)
On{/" < oo},
o[p](M„\Mx, . . ., Mn_x)
f a[/?/?/n](/- ) aa[F](/V.|^i> • • • . Mn.x) «,+n(/ ),
J{l"<oo}
= 
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= = 
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where the first equality follows by the definition of the A/, and the second
follows by (6.7). Thus on {"/" i.o.}, it follows from (6.3) that 2"_,a/+B(/) =
oo. Since {My i.o.} {"ff' i.o.}, (6.5) follows from Lemma 3.3.
To prove (6.6), let D„ {A: t"(h) < oo and/r+1 G F\C}. Then
a[p](fnfn+] ff for some n > 1 and some/' G F\C)
o[p](\J Dn) <îo[p](Dn)
\n=l /        n=\
= S   f      o[ppr](F\C-)do[p](Pl„)
< 2«,+„(F\C)<e,
n l
where the first equality follows by the definition of the Df, the first inequality
by the countable additivity of o[p]; the second equality by the definition of
D„; the second inequality by (6.7); and the last inequality by (6.4), which
concludes Case 1.
Case 2. \B\ 2. Let B {/,/}, and find a\, a2, . . . and ax, a2, ... as in
Lemma 6.5 for/ /and/, respectively, and e e/2. Define a,, a2, . . . by
a2„_, a„, and a2n an' for n > 1. To prove (6.6) for/ / let M'n {A:
i2"-1(A) < oo and/,2„-i + , /} and argue as in Case 1. Similarly for/ / To
prove (6.5), argue, as in Case 1, that o[p](\J?=1D„) < 2"=1a,+„(F\C). But
by definition of a,., 2„==1a,+„(F\C) < 2^xa'n(F\C) + ^xa:(F\C) <
e. This concludes Case 2.
General case. Let B {bx, b2, . . . , bn}, and for / 1, 2, . . . , n find a,,,
a, 2, ... G T(f) as in Lemma 6.5 for / A, and e replaced by e/2". Define
{a,} "diagonally" by a, = a,,, a2 = a, 2, a3 = a2,, a4 = a3 „ etc. Then (6.5)
and (6.6) follow easily as in Case 2.   □
Proposition 6.2. Let (F, T) be a gambling house with \F\ < oo, and C a
subset of F for which P(EC) > 0. Then for each e > 0 there exists a tracking
strategy o in T such that o[pf\(Ac) > 1 — e for all p E F* and all f E C.
Proof. Since F* is countable, and Ec U {pAc: p E F*}, it follows that
P(AC) > 0. Fixe > 0.
Case 1. C {/}. Then Ac (fff. . .), and P(AC) > 0 implies that for
each k > 1 there exists ak E T(f) with ak(f) > 1 e/2*. Let a be any
tracking strategy in T satisfying o(pf) ak whenever Nf(p) k 1. Then
o[pf](Ac) > 1 e for all/? G F*.
Case 2. C {/,/}. Since F("#' i.o.n"JT' i.o.n CN) P(AC) > 0, there
exists a sequence {a(f, k)} E T(f) satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 6.6,
with B = {/}, ak replaced by a(f, k), and e replaced by e/2. Similarly, there
= 
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exists a sequence {a(f, k)} E T(f) satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 6.6,
with B {/}, ak replaced by a(f, k), e by e/2, and with / and / inter-
changed. Let o be any tracking strategy in T with o(pf) a(f, k) whenever
Nj(p) k 1, and with o(pf) a(f, k) whenever Nf(p) k 1.
For each/? G F*, (6.6) implies that o[pf](CN) > 1 - e and o[pf](CN) > 1
e. Since every A G CN contains either/or/infinitely often, this, with (6.5),
implies that o[pf](Ac) > 1 — e and o[pf](Ac) > 1 — e.
General case. Since |C| < oo and P(AC) > 0, applying Lemma 6.2 succes-
sively to each of the states in C guarantees the existence of a partial history
/>' = (/,••• fm) E C* containing all the elements of C, and such that
/, fm, m < |C|2 + 2|C|, and for which P("/,/," i.o. n"/2/3"
i.o.n • • • n"/„_i/m" i.o. nCN) > 0. Now proceed as in Case 2. For each
/ G C, let B(f) be the successors of/in/?', that is, B(f) {/ G C:fJi+x ff
for some i, 1 < / < m 1}. Find a sequence {a(f k)} G T(f) as in Lemma
6.6 with ak replaced by a(f, k), B by B(f), and e by e/|C|. Let a be any
tracking strategy in T satisfying o(pf) a(f, k) whenever Nf(p) k 1, for
each / G C. The conclusion follows easily as in Case 2, since each A G CN
contains some element of C infinitely often, and since /?' contains each
element of C.   □
7. Shift and permutation invariant payoffs. The purpose of this section is to
introduce a class of payoff functions (real-valued functions on FN), called
shift-and-permutation invariant, for which (as will be shown in the next
section) both Markov and tracking strategies are adequate, and to prove two
lemmas needed in the next section.
Definition. A function w: FN->R is shift invariant if w(fxf2f3 . . . ) 
w(/2/3 . . . ) for every A (/,/2/3 . . . ) G FN.
Definition. Let w: FN -» R be bounded and integrable (with respect to all
strategies in (F, T)). Then W: F^ R is defined by W(f) sup{/w do: o is in
T at/}.
The following lemma is a generalization of Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 7.1. If f = /' then for every bounded, integrable, shift invariant
function w: Fn-h>R, W(f) = W(f').
Proof. Without loss of generality, 0 < w < 1 (otherwise add/multiply by
suitable constants). Fix e > 0, and let o' be in T at /' such that Jw do' >
W(f') e. Since / /', there exists a strategy ô in T at / such that
a(F*f -)> 1 - e. Let t: FN -> N be the hitting time of/' and define o in T
at/by a ô prior to time / and o[p,\ o'.
Since w is shift invariant, and 0 < w < 1, ¡w do > fl<00w do > jw do' 
e > W(f') - 2e. Since e was arbitrary, this implies W(f) > W(f'). By
symmetry, W(f') > W(f).   □
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Definition. A function w: FN -» R is permutation invariant if w(h) w(h')
for every history A' G FN which is obtained from A by an arbitrary
permutation of the coordinates.
Lemma 7.2. Suppose \F\ < oo and w: FN-»R. Then w is shift-and-permu-
tation invariant if and only if w is constant on Ec for each C C F.
Proof. "=>". Suppose w is shift-and-permutation invariant. Let A 
(/,/2 . . . ) G Ec, and A' = (f[f2 . . .) G Ec for some C c F. Then there
exists n > 1 with (fjn+x . . .) E Ac and (/X+i ■ ■ ■ ) e ^c- This implies that
(//í/ñ+i • • • ) can be obtained from (fjn+x . . . ) by a permutation of the
coordinates. Since w is permutation invariant, we have w(fnfn+x . . . ) —
w(fLfn+i ■ ■ ■)■ Since w is shift invariant, this implies w(h) w(h').
"<=". Suppose w is constant on Ec for all C c F, and let A G FN. By
Lemma 5.3, h E Ec for some C c F. Since A (/,/2 . . . ) G Fc iff
(/Jñ+i • • • ) e Fc for all » > 1, we have w(/,/2 . . . ) w(fJ„+\ ■••)■
Similarly, if A' is any history obtained from A by a permutation of the
coordinates, then A' G Ec iff A G Ec, and therefore w(h) w(h').   □
If F is infinite, m> may be constant on each Ec but neither shift nor
permutation invariant, as the following example shows:
Example 7.1. F = 1, 2, 3,... . Then A = (123 ... ) is not in Ec for any
C c F Let w(h) 1 and w(h) 0 for A ^  h.
Finite state gambling houses with shift-and-permutation invariant payoffs
include the classical finite fortune gambling problems of Dubins and Savage,
as well as others such as multiple goal problems (for example, the payoff is
+1 if two goals are both hit infinitely often, otherwise payoff is 0) and
avoidance problems (payoff is + 1 if a "bad" set is visited only finitely often,
otherwise the payoff is 0).
8. Persistent e-optimality. As in [10], a family a of strategies is Markov if
ô(f')(pf) = ô(f")(p'f) whenever ||/?|| = \\p'\\, for all/,/',/" in F.
Definition. A family o of strategies is tracking if cr(/')(/?/) o(/")(/?'/)
whenever Nf(p) Nf(p'), for all/,/',/" in F.
Definition. Let (F, T) be a gambling house, e > 0, and w: FN-»R a
bounded, integrable function. After [5], a family of strategies ö is persistently
e-optimal for w if
W(f) -jw ao(f) < e   and    W(f') - jw dB(f)[pf] < e
for all/? G F* and all//' G F.
Theorem 8.1. Let (F, V) be any gambling house with \F\ < oo. // w:
FN —» R is shift-and-permutation invariant, then for each e > 0, there exists a
Markov (respectively, tracking) family of strategies in T which is persistently
e-optimal for w.
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Proof. Fix e > 0. It is enough to find a single Markov (respectively,
tracking) strategy o in T which, although it may be initially bad, is
conditionally e-optimal along every nonempty partial history. Then define 5
by ö(f) o[f] for each /in F
By Lemma 7.2, w is bounded and is constant on Ec for all C C F. Let
w(C) denote this common value, and assume, without loss of generality, that
0 < w < 1. Let F= U"_o^/ be the decomposition of F guaranteed by
Proposition 3.2, with F0 the transient class and n > 1. For each / \, . . . ,n,
let Cy ¥=0 be a subset of Fj such that w(Cf) max{w(C): C c Fj and
P(EC) > 0}. For each/ G {1, . . ., n}, let/ G Ç,. Define the classical gam-
bler's problem (F, u) on F by: F(/) T(f) u {«(/)} for all/ G F; «(/) 
w(Ç,) if / G Fj, j > 0, and «(/) 0 otherwise. If / /' in T, then clearly
/ = /' in F as well. Let F be that for the problem (F, u). By Lemma 3.2, it
follows that
V is constant on Fj for all/ > 0. (8.1)
Next it shall be shown that
W(f)< V(f)   for all/G F. (8.2)
[Note: Actually W V, as will be evident later in the proof.]
Proof of (8.2). Fix/ G F, and o in T at/. Then
fwdo=t{  2  H>(C)a(£c))
' y=l\ccf, /
<¿"U)( S o(Fc)) = />ao.
7=1 \CcFy / ^
The first equality follows from Lemma 3.1 (o(Ec) 0 unless C c Fj for
some/ > 0) and from Lemma 7.2; the inequality follows by the definitions of
Cy, u, and/; and the last equality follows by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, and the
fact that m vanishes on F0 and is constant on F y for each/ > 0.
Thus ¡w do < /«* do for all a in T at/ and since F D F this establishes
(8.2).
By Proposition 5.1 (respectively Proposition 6.2), for each/ G {1, . . ., n}
there exists a Markov (respectively, tracking) strategy Oy in T satisfying
Oy[pf](ACj) > 1 e   for all/? G F* and all/ G C,, (8.3)
By Lemma 4.4 (letting C Fy, g fj), for each/ G {1, . . . , n} there exists
a T-selector y, satisfying
yPUWJj -)>!-£   for all/ G Fy. (8.4)
Since F is leavable, by Proposition 2.1 there exists a F-selector y' satisfying
(«* oy'°°(/) > K(/) e   for all/ G F. (8.5)
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Since u vanishes on F0, it may be assumed, without loss of generality, that
Y'(/)^5(/)forall/GF0.
Let R U {F/. 3/ G Fp with/recurrent under y'00}. Then for/ G F\R,
y'(f) E T(f).
Define the Markov (respectively tracking) strategy o in T as follows: o(0)
is arbitrary (in T), and
'y'(f),       fEF\R,
o(pf)=    Y,(/),      fERn(Fy\Cy),
Oy(pf), fERH    Cy,
By (8.2), we will be done once we show that
jw do[pf] > V(f) 4e   for all/? G F*, all/ G F. (8.6)
Proof of (8.6). Fix/? G F*.
Case X.fER n Fy; for some/ G {1, ...,«}. By the definition of R, there
exists /' G Fy such that /' is a y'°° recurrent state. Since Fy is a maximal
communicating class (in F as well as in T), this implies that y"x(f')(FJN) 1.
Since u w(Cy) on Fp by (8.1) and (8.5) this implies that w(Cj) u(f') >
V(f') e V(f) e. By (8.3) and (8.4), and the definition of o, it follows
that a[/?/](Fc) > 1 2e. Thus (recall 0 < w < 1)
jw do[pf] > w(Cy) -2e> V(f) 3e.
Case 2./ G F\R. Let t be the hitting time of R.
Since o[pf] and y'°°(f) agree prior to time i, we have that o[pf\({t < oo})
y'x(f)({t < oo}) 1, and that o[pf]({t < oo and/ =/'}) y'°°({f < oo
and/ =/'}) for all/' G R.
Let a' a [/?/]. Then
o'vv = j o-'f/?,]^ do'
>j(V(f)-3e)do'   (by Case 1 )
_/>(/,) ay'°°(/)-3e
> J> Oy'°°(/) - 3e
(by [3, Corollary 3.3.4] and [11, Theorem 3.2])
> V(f) - 4e    (by (8.5)).   □
Even for finite state problems, both Markov and tracking strategies may
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fail to be adequate if the payoff function fails to be either shift or
permutation invariant, as the following two examples show.
Example 8.1. F = {a, b, g}, T(b) = T(g) = {5(a)}, T(a) = {5(g)/2 +
8(b)/2, 8(a)}, and w(h) = 1 or 0 according as \{m: fm = g}\ = 1 or =£ 1.
The payoff w is permutation invariant, and W(a) 1, but for o a Markov
or tracking strategy in T at a, ¡w do < 3/4.
Example 8.2. F = {a, b, c, d, e, /}, Y(a) = {8(b)/2 + 8(c)/2}, T(b) =
T(c) {8(d)}, T(d) {5(e), 8(f)}, T(e) T(f) {5(a)},
w(A) 
1    if 3 k > 1 such that if m, n > k, and if
fm b,f„ c, then/m+2 e and/„+2 /
0    otherwise.
The payoff w is shift invariant, and W \, but for any Markov or tracking
strategy o in T, fw do = 0.
Shift-and-permutation invariant payoffs are not the only ones for which
Markov and tracking strategies are persistently adequate for all T on a finite
state space F Let r be a real-valued function on F, let 0 < ß < 1, and define
w(f\Í2h • ■ • ) ^nß"r(fn)- Then w need not be permutation or shift
invariant. However, there are even good stationary families available for all T
as follows from Blackwell's article [1].
9. Gambling problems with infinite state space. Ornstein gives an example [8,
Theorem A] of a gambling problem with an (uncountably) infinite state space
in which stationary families are not uniformly adequate (terminology as in
[4]). That example has the property that no state (other than the two
absorbing states) can be visited more than once by any strategy, and thus it
can be seen that tracking families are no better than stationary families, that
is, in his example it is even true that tracking families are not uniformly
adequate.
Markov families, however, are uniformly adequate in Ornstein's example,
and it is not known if this is always the case, even if F is countable. The
following lemma is of some use in identifying gambling problems with infinite
state space in which Markov (and tracking) families are adequate.
As in [4], in a gambling house (F, T) with bounded utility u, let S(f) be the
most that is achievable in T with stationary families. Similarly, let M (f) and
T(f) be the most that is achievable with Markov and tracking families,
respectively. Let SL be the S for the leavable closure TL of F
Definition. A gambling house (F, T) is almost leavable if for all/ G F, and
all e > 0, there exists a E T(f) with a(f) > 1 - e.
Lemma 9.1. // (I\ u) is an almost-leavable gambling problem with bounded
utility u, then M > SL, and T > SL.
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Proof. Without loss of generality, 0 < u < 1. Fix e > 0. Since T is almost
leavable, for each f E F and each n G N there exists a gamble afn E T(f)
with afn(f) > 1 e/2"+2. Let y be a F--selector, and let D {/ G F:
y(/) = 8(f)}. Define the Markov family o in T as follows. For/ G F\D,
0(f)(0) ö(f')(pf) y(f) for all /' G F, and all /? G F*. For / G D,
r7(/)(0) «,,„ and for all/? G F* and/' G F, â(/')(/?/) ofc||>/r
For/ G D, clearly w(rj(/)) > w(y°°(/)) e. Let f be the hitting time of D.
Then for/ G F\D, o(f) and y°°(/) agree prior to time r, and for t(h) < oo,
«(5(/)[/>,D > "(/,) - ? = "("r(/)[/>,D - «• Thus by [5, Lemma 2.3], u(o(f))
> «(y°°(/)) - £•
This proves that M > SL. Proof that F > SL is similar.   □
An example of an application of Lemma 9.1 is
Proposition 9.1. Let T be an almost-leavable house in which every gamble is
discrete and let u be bounded. Then Markov (and tracking) families are
adequate.
Proof. Immediate from [4, Proposition 1] and Lemma 9.1. □
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